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A 14b 70MS=s pipeline A=D converter (ADC) in a 0.13 mm CMOS

process employs signal insensitive 3D fully symmetric capacitors for

high matching accuracy without any calibration scheme. The proto-

type ADC with a die area of 3.3 mm2 shows measured differential and

integral nonlinearities of 0.65LSB and 1.80LSB, respectively, at 14b.

Introduction: With the recent advance of high-speed digital signal

processing techniques, high-performance A=D converters (ADCs) for

system interface have been highly demanded. Particularly, ADCs for

system-on-a-chip (SoC) applications such as wireless local area

network (WLAN) and global system for mobile communication

(GSM) require a resolution of 14b and tens of megasamples per

second (MS=s) sampling rate with a low power and small chip area.

Since a maximum achievable resolution has still been limited owing

to capacitor mismatch regardless of employed ADC architectures,

various capacitor-error averaging and calibration techniques have

been widely developed to obtain higher resolution. However, even

inventive calibration techniques tend to reduce the ADC sampling

speed and increase the power and chip area further, with complicated

algorithms and additional clock phases to correct capacitor errors

[1–3]. The proposed 14b 70 MS=s 2.5 V 0.13 mm CMOS ADC

employs signal insensitive 3D fully symmetric capacitor layout

techniques in two multiplying D=A converters (MDACs) to obtain

high matching accuracy of a 14b level without any calibration.

Proposed ADC architecture: The proposed 14b 70 MS=s three-stage

pipeline ADC shown in Fig. 1 consists of an input sample-and-hold

amplifier (SHA), two 5b MDACs, three (two 5b and one 6b) flash

ADCs, digital correction logic (DCL), on-chip current and voltage

references, decimator, and timing circuits. The non-overlapping Q1,

Q2 clock phases are internally generated from a single master clock.

Nonlinear errors such as inter-stage offsets and clock feed-through

errors are digitally corrected in the DCL by overlapping 2b from 16b

raw codes to obtain 14b outputs.

Fig. 1 Proposed calibration-free 14b 70 MS=s 0.13 mm CMOS ADC

Signal insensitive 3D fully symmetric MDAC capacitors: The capa-

citor mismatch of two MDACs is very critical to the overall ADC

static and dynamic performances. The capacitor mismatch is caused

primarily by random errors and systematic errors. Random errors are

caused by process limitations such as inaccurate etching and oxide

thickness variations whereas systematic errors come from different

parasitic capacitances between capacitors and neighbouring signal

lines. Various calibration techniques have been invented to overcome

capacitor mismatch of high-resolution ADCs. However, calibration

techniques require additional circuits and timing cycles with increased

chip area and power consumption. High capacitor matching accuracy

can be achieved simply by appropriate signal-insensitive layout

techniques [4]. In this work, we tried two versions of the 3D fully

symmetric layout without employing any calibration schemes to

minimise capacitor mismatch. The proposed MDAC capacitors

shown in Fig. 2 are based on a metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure

using only four metal lines in a 1P7M CMOS technology. In Fig. 2, all

unit capacitors are enclosed by other metals than the metals for

routing the top and bottom plates of capacitors. Each unit capacitor

has identical environment and parasitic capacitance for high capacitor
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matching accuracy. In the Version1 ADC of Fig. 2a, both unit

capacitors and bottom plate signal lines are enclosed by all the

employed metal lines, whereas, in the Version2 ADC of Fig. 2b,

only unit capacitors are enclosed by all the employed metal lines. The

layout of Version1 enables capacitors to be surrounded physically in

the same environment. However, some signal lines pass through

neighbouring capacitors, which can cause interference between capa-

citors and neighbouring signal lines. As a result, unit capacitors may

have functionally a different parasitic capacitance from each other. On

the other hand, the layout of Version2 minimises capacitor mismatch

physically and functionally by isolating unit capacitors from all

neighbouring signal lines.

Fig. 2 Proposed 3D fully symmetric MDAC capacitors

a Version1 with both capacitors and signal lines isolated
b Version2 with only capacitors isolated

Fig. 3 Measured DNL and INL of ADC

a Version1
b Version2

Experimental results and discussion: The proposed 14b 70 MS=s

ADC is implemented in a 0.13 mm CMOS using a 0.35 mm minimum

gate length for 2.5 V system applications. The ADC occupies an

active die area of 3.3 mm2 and dissipates 235 mW at 70 MS=s. The

measured maximum differential nonlinearity (DNL) and integral

nonlinearity (INL) of the Version1 ADC are 0.77LSB and 9.82LSB,

respectively, while those of the Version2 ADC are 0.65LSB and

1.80LSB, as shown in Fig. 3. Both versions show similar DNL, but
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Version2 shows a much better INL than Version1 by about five times.

The signal-to-noise-and-distortion ratio (SNDR) and spurious-free

dynamic range (SFDR) shown in Fig. 4a are measured with different

sampling frequencies up to 70 MHz at a 1 MHz input. The SNDR and

SFDR of the Version1 ADC are maintained above 63 and 72 dB,

respectively, while the Version2 ADC shows an SNDR of 66 dB and an

SFDR of 81 dB up to 70MS=s. The SFDR and SNDR shown in Fig. 4b

are measured with increasing input frequencies at 70 MS=s. The

measured performance of the prototype ADC is summarised in Table 1

and compared with that of the previously published ADCs with a 14b

resolution and tens of MHz in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, the

prototype ADC based on the proposed signal insensitive 3D symmetric

capacitor layout shows almost the lowest power consumption of

3.4 mW=MHz and the smallest chip area of 3.3mm2, while the ADC

demonstrates the measured DNL and INL within 0.65LSB and 1.80LSB,

respectively, at a 14b resolution without any calibration scheme.

Fig. 4 Dynamic performance of two versions of prototype ADC: measured
SFDR and SNDR against fs and fin

a fin
b fs

Table 1: Performance summary of two versions of prototype ADC

Version1 Version2

Resolution 14 bits

Max. conversion 70 MS=s

Process 0.13 mm CMOS (Lmin.¼ 0.35 mm for 2.5 V systems)

Input range 14 bits

SNDR (at fin¼ 1 MHz) 63.4 dB 65.7 dB

SFDR (at fin¼ 1 MHz) 72.2 dB 80.6 dB

DNL � 0.66LSB=þ 0.77LSB � 0.60LSB=þ 0.65LSB

INL � 4.62LSB=þ 9.82LSB � 0.98LSB=þ 1.80LSB

ADC core power 235 mW

Active die area 3.3 mm2 (¼ 2.01� 1.65 mm)
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Table 2: Comparison with previous ADCs

Bits mW=MHz mm2 DNL=INL Calibration

Proposed ADC 14 3.4 3.3 0.65=1.80 X

ISCAS00 You 14 11.8 2.4 0.73=1.55 X

JSSC04 Chiu 14 12.0 15.1 0.47=0.54 X

JSSC01 Chen 14 36.0 10.8 0.28=1.06 X

JSSC01 Kelly 14 4.5 7.8 0.60=2.00 X

JSSC02 Chang 14 22.0 12.5 0.60=2.50 s

ESSCIRC05 Bjornsen 14 5.5 6.5 0.25=1.50 s

JSSC04 Ryu 14 7.0 16.0 0.50=1.00 s

ISSCC06 Bogner 14 2.24 1.0 1.10=2.00 s

Conclusions: We have described a calibration-free 14b 70 MS=s

ADC based on signal insensitive 3D fully symmetric capacitors in

two MDACs very critical to ADC linearity. The proposed layout

techniques achieve high capacitor matching accuracy by isolating

physically and functionally each unit capacitor from all neighbouring

interconnection lines. The prototype ADC shows a maximum DNL

and INL within 0.65LSB and 1.8LSB, even without any calibration.
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